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Located in the heart of Paris, Vetigraph France is developing since more 
than 30 years new technologies for its customers in fashion & industry 
fields. (Technical materials)

Vetigraph helps companies to optimize their processes. 
Our experience combined to our integrated solutions redefines the best 
practices, from product development through production to sale, we sup-
port our customers to move on a more efficient business model.

Vetigraph group has subsidiaries or authorized distributors abroad to 
support our customers in their various operating sites.
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Vetigraph® 
An ideal Location



Vetigraph® solutions
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Here is a presentation of Vetigraph® group solutions .

Vetigraph®

Group

 Stylgraph®

A solution dedicated to 
technical drawing (CAO)  VetiExpert®

Pattern establishment
 (CAD) Ordinateur (CAO)

 Fashion Collection®

Product Lifecycle Management

 Praco®
Software Suite

The simple and friendly overall 
management

 Scanshoots®

Software Suite
The simple and friendly overall 

 Vetigraph3D®

Your linesheet in 3D  Tailorretail®
The predictive analysis tool 

applied to retail

 RVM®

Merchandising in 3D for all 

 Vetigraph Expert
MtoM®

Made to measure garment

 Scangraph®

Digitalizating in a single click 
from a photo

 Graphcad®

Solutions for the Technical 
Industry (3D / 2D CAD)

 Graphcut®
A wide range of cutting PLCs



Who are our customers?   
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In fashion industry



Who are our customers?
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In Technical Industry



Stylgraph®  (CAD)  
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Stylgraph® is a specific software for apparel industry, simple and user-friendly. 
From the drawing to the technical file, this solution will help you to realize your 
creations and provides all concerned information systems.

Some functions Stylgraph® :

- Create technical drawing in symmetry
- Add / create shadows
- Scan / creation of a fabric
- Photos retouching
- Realize a collection plan
- Create a technical file
- Free use of library items

A solution dedicated to technical drawing



VetiExpert® is one of the two existing French CAD solutions (computer 
aided design) in the fashion industry. Composed of 3 additional modules, it 
will allow you to digitize / design a model, to define your graduation rules, to 
create the marker according to material criteria and finally to print it or cut it. 
Vetigraph Expert is compatible with all devices on the market.

Some functions VetiExpert® :

- Screen conception
- Creation of folds, pleats, darts, etc.
- Gradation by 20 different methods
- Manual / automatic placement
- Easy Adding marks for cutting
- Automatic printing / cutting
- Compatibility with other software
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VetiExpert® (CAD)
Pattern establishment



20% 18%
10%

30%

20%35%Following a collection from the designer drawing to the production is 
essential in every company. Fashion Collection solution is a simple tool to 
use, including all products lifecycle processes. You will have access, via a 
retro-planning, to a comprehensive and detailed view of your collection 
progress, through the integration of products classification, prototypes 
quality control, or costs calculation.

Some functions Fashion Collection® :

- Management of materials and accessories
- Links with our CAD VetiExpert®
- Control of prototypes and set size
- Customization of the retro-planning
- Evaluation of the collection balance 
  with statistics
- Multiple Export to Excel
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Fashion Collection® (PDM / PLM)
Product Lifecycle Management



The software suite Praco® management allows the follow up of your cus-
tomer orders from the production start to the invoicing, as well as accoun-
ting, Retail Back Office and Front Office for sales points.

Some functions Praco® :
  
- Definition of user rights
- Management of sizes and colors Products
- Calculation of material needs and Accessories
- Orders / invoices with / without down payment
- Multiple Trade Statistics
- Committees Management 
- Management of regulations and accounting
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PRACO INFORMATIQUE JC
71 rue Réaumur
75002 PARIS
FRANCE
Siret 401 251 343 00018
TVA FR 46 401 251 343 CLIENT01

ADRESSE DU CLIENT01
75001 PARIS
FRANCE

AZERTY
69001 LYON
FRANCE

STYLE
modèle

UNIT PRICE
prix unitaire

QUANTITY
quantité

PARCEL
colis

CURRENCY / deviseNUMBER / numéroDATE (dd/mm/yyyy)

DOLLAR20089524/07/2014

INVOICE / facture

YOUR NUMBER / votre numero

INVOICING / facturation 7001

DELIVERY / livraison

Tel. 0142786589
Fax 0142786590
conctact@praco.com
http://www.jc.com

TRANSPORT

REFERENCE
référence

AMOUNT
Montant

AGENT

ANNA

1/1

Couleur 42

CLAIRE / SATIN ROBE CLAIRE - 30% POLYESTER 70% SOIE - MADE IN FRANCE 3 98,54 295,62

2Abbey Stone

1PRUNE

Couleur 34 36 38 40

CLAIRE / SATIN ROBE CLAIRE - 30% POLYESTER 70% SOIE - MADE IN FRANCE 32 107,78 3 448,96

Abbey Stone 1 12 2 2

African Violet 2 3 3 3

PRUNE 1 1 1 1

Couleur T1 T2 T3 T4

CORALIE / DENT CORALIE - 100% AUTRES FIBRES 34456 45 47,15 2 121,75

NOIR 3 2 1 4

ROSE 5 4 5 2

VERT 3

BLANC 3 2 5 6

80QUANTITY / pieces 5 866,33

DISCOUNT BASE / base remise : RATE / taux 6,00% 351,98Remise :5 866,33

3,00%TOTAL GOODS
total marchandises

BASE V.A.T.
base T.V.A

PORT
port

DUE DATE / échéance (dd/mm/yyyy)

24/07/2014

3 724,30 $

AMOUNT PAID
montant réglé

3 017,73

Banque / banque

TOTAL INVOICE
total facture

NET PAYABLE / net à payer

PAYMENT / règlement
CHEQUE

PARCELS /
colis

Aucun escompte accordé pour paiement anticipé.
1.5% agios par mois de retard pou paiement postérieur à la date mentionnée sur la facture.
L.92142

CASH DISCOUNT
escompte

V.A.T
T.V.A. 20,00%

COLIS CONTROLEES PAR 2 VENDEUSES

5 514,35 165,43 5 348,92 1 069,78 6 418,70 $

DEMO S.A R L Au capital de 5000 EUROS

Software Suite Praco® 
The simple and friendly overall management



Realizing shooting photos has never been so easy! With its luminous struc-
ture (available in multiple formats) and pictures stored profiles, instant 
cropped photos will be done in a single click to feed your website or inter-
nal databases (ERP , product catalogs , ...).

Some functions Scanshoots®:
 
- Flat pictures or on mannequins (ghost or alive)
- Taking pictures of several visual simultaneously
- Instant Automatic Cropping
- Save multiple profiles by product type
- Display of actual measurements of products
- Multiple exports proposed (PNG , JPG , DXF , ...)
- Feeding of your databases (Web, ERP , ...) Page 9/15

Scanshoots® 
Photo Studio with automated images treatment



Design within few hours your corporate merchandising charter virtually wor-
king in 2D! The import of your furniture and products is done quickly and 
easily, offering a virtual result where you can balance your sale data and your 
visuals in order to adapt your strategy.and visuals in order to "talk" to your 
merchandising and adapt your strategy.

Some functions RVM® :

- Creation of your store from a 2D plane
- Application of different textures ( walls, floors , ...)
- Automated Identification of furniture surfaces
- Import of products from sketches or photographs
- Creation of zoning plans
- Exports of pictures and movies in 2D or 3D
- Reconciliation with your sales (Web, ERP , ...) Page 10/15

Retail Visual Merchandising® 
Merchandising in 3D for all 



Tailorretail® is a predictive analysis tool make to adapt your stocks to 
customers’ expectations considering their opinions. It helps to anticipate 
with a possible advance which product will be the best, where and 
when.In this way, you will be able to act on buying, stock and sidelines, 
then on the company‘s profitability.

Tailorretail® 
The predictive analysis tool applied to Retail

Some functions of Tailorretail® :

- Products database management
- Customers data importing
- Qualification of database through a first test
- Prob about the collection using qualified customers
- Manifold statistics with dynamic graphics
- Export of the whole information on Excel files
- Printings of full reports on PDF files



 The purpose of Vetigraph3D® solution is to replace the first samples by 
a virtual simulation of cloth fitting, in order to avoid the excessive number 
of samples and to gain reactivity; Because "sewing" a "cloth" or a gar-
ment with a real fabric in a study office is tedious.

Vetigraph3D® 
See your linesheet in 3D

Some functions of Vetigraph3D® :

- Large libraries available
- Creation of textures and their attributes
- Easy Integration and use of components
- Mannequins with measurements settings
- Linesheet of samples with different fabrics
- Export results on mobile or static mannequin



The example of the concept Store “Measures®” is to design a tailor-made 
suit from a scanner combining morphological data of a person to obtain 
automatically all patterns of the model. This unique technology allows to 
level the deficiencies of tailor master and to propose tailored suit at an 
affordable price.

You enter a cabin taking your measurements in 3 seconds (200 mea-
surements).

You choose the characteristics of your suit (fabric, collar , buttons, 
lining , ...).

We produce your costume automatically through vetigraph Expert 
MtoM® solution.

You proceed to the final fitting. Page 11/15
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Measures® principle:

Vetigraph Expert MtoM® 
Made to measure garment



Scangraph® offers a real alternative to conventional digitizing system 
where we use on sensor on a digitizing table. Less bulky and faster, this 
system lets you vectorize one or more patterns together in a single click 
thanks to a camera. Within this solution, you can use a simplified CAD to 
edit your forms and generate various formats (PLT , DXF , ...).

Some functions Scangraph® :

- Creation of profiles depending on the type of patterns
- Vectorization of one or more patterns at the same time
- Automated Identification of notches and scores and right wire
- Modification of points, curves or straight lines
- Creation of the pattern glossary
- Exports in formats compatible with any CAD solution
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Scangraph® 
Digitalizating in a single click from a photo



Scangraph Lite® 
Versatile digitizing tool

Scangraph Lite® is our simplest solu-
tion for digitalization.
Using a magnetic medium and a simple 
camera, digitize your patterns in one 
click.

Compatible with all CAD tools.



From the technical service to the production, through prototyping, Graph-
cad® is accessible to all companies for the construction and modification of 
forms on the screen, placement optimization, cutting plans as well as the 
automated cutting of flexible & technical materials (aerospace, car manu-
facturer, furnitures, ... )

Some functions Graphcad® :

- Creation or import of templates on the screen
- Compatibility with all CAD 
- Automated placement
- Data export on plotter or cutting 
  In ISO, HPGL, … formats.
- Management of all devices
- Print of miniature Plans
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Graphcad® (2D / 3D CAD) 
Solutions for the Technical Industry



Our multi-line or single-line cutting controllers, dynamic or static, with multi-
ple types of cuts blades technologies are robust and adapted high producti-
vity needs, both for the textile and technical industry. They are driven by our 
Veticut® software, a user-friendly program offering many fea- tures and opti-
mizing the machine productivity by ensuring the cutting quality.

Some functions Veticut® :
 
- Management of common lines
- Optimization of sharpening
- Transformation of arched curves
- Display of the estimated time end cutting
-  Field file management
- Optimization of cutting strategy
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Graphcut multi-ply

Graphcut mono-ply

Graphcut® 
A wide range of cutting PLCs



Vetigraph Group

71, rue Réaumur
75002 PARIS

Tel: +33 (0)1 42 78 65 89 - Fax: +33 (0)1 42 78 65 90
Contact: info@vetigraph.com

www.vetigraph.com
www.praco.fr

www.scanshoots.com
www.fashioncollection.eu

www.shootlabexpress.com
www.rvmsolution.com
www.tailorretail.com

www.measures-france.com


